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Project description: Flooding impacts more people in the UK and globally than any other hazard, 
meaning that the capability to simulate and forecast floodplain inundation in a consistent manner 
anywhere on the Earth’s surface is highly desirable. However, there is a capability gap between land 
surface schemes, which predict runoff when coupled with operational atmospheric models, and 
hydraulic models able to simulate flood inundation and propagation over the land surface. 
Specifically, although most land surface models have a river routing scheme, these do not include 
sufficient process representation to simulate dynamic flood inundation, the attenuation of flood 
waves caused by floodplains along river networks or surface water hydraulics. This PhD will develop 
and evaluate a method to close this gap and for the first time simulate flooding over the whole UK 
using a land surface scheme that includes the physical processes necessary to simulate inundation in 
two spatial dimensions. The outcome of this research would be an inundation model capable of 
national scale near real-time simulation of surface water flooding, which could be used by the 
National Flood Forecasting Centre. 

This project will build on a pilot study between the partners where a surface water hydraulics 
module[1] was coupled to the community land surface scheme JULES (Joint UK Land Environment 
Simulator)[2]. The principal difficulty identified by the pilot study was the simulation of flow over 
steep slopes, where flow violates the shallow water assumptions of the model, meaning an 
additional routing scheme that is numerically stable over all of the UK is needed. As an initial step a 
wave speed based surface water routing method will be added to guarantee stability over all 
terrains, with dynamic switching implemented to turn on the shallow water model only where flow 
is sub-critical. The student will evaluate the performance of the model by simulating the UK Summer 
2007 floods at national scale. For the first time this will allow us to simulate how discharge dynamics 
over the UK river network combine in space and time during a major flood. On completion, we will 
have a fundamentally new perspective on the spatial interconnectivity of the UK’s river network and 
on flood risk. This will also provide the capability to better understand how changing rainfall 
patterns will influence future flood risk; to investigate the feedbacks from inundation to atmospheric 
evolution in the Unified Model; and to generate boundary conditions for coastal flood simulation. 
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